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1 Abstract 
We describe the design and partial implementation of a real time 
architecture for a mobile robot, aimed particularly towards a ve- 
hicle developed for factory automation.. We develop a layered 
design to equip the robot with a number of behavioural com- 
petences. We examine sensing and a potential field algorithm 
especially to  achieve modification of behaviour a t  a speed close 
to the robot’s operational speed. We show how the layered ar- 
chitecture interfaces to the original on-board architecture, which 
provided sophisticated localisation but no ability to deal with 
environmental exceptions. 

2 Introduction 
This paper describes our progress towards an architecture for real 
time navigation and obstacle avoidance for mobile robots used in 
a semi-structured factory or uncluttered office environment. We 
examine particularly the following issues: 

The interaction between a real mobile robot’s control sys- 
tem and a newly developed obstacle avoidance capability. 

0 Architectures and technologies for appropriate sensors. 

0 The implementation of different behavioural capabilities 

0 A real-time potential field algorithm, developed specifically 

We outline an overall distributed architecture, distributed 
both in sensing and in processing. A crucial feature is the provi- 
sion of distributed, locally intelligent sensors [15]. 

The most obvious requirement in exception handling in this 
type of application is the capability to efficiently manoeuvre 
around unexpected obstacles in the vehicle’s pre-planned path. 
Many researchers have previously treated the problem of obstacle 
avoidance in a purely static sense, meanin that upon detection 
of an obstacle, the robot stops and thinks fefore continuing any 
further manoeuvres (71, [8]. Our goal is to realise, through simple 
algorithms and fast sensing, obstacle avoidance while the vehi- 
cle moves at its operating speed of around 0.5m/sec. In detailed 
path planning we would expect that adjustments to  the path 
might have to be made about every 5-10cm; ie every 100-200msec. 
This implies a bandwidth of 5Hz for the processes of collectin 
sensor data, interpreting it in terms of a new vehicle position a n i  
communicating with the vehicle. Allowing for any complexity in 
algorithmic processing, this is a stringent requirement in band- 
width. To achieve this, we are implementing a layered control 
system, which we examine this in the next section. 

through sensor-driven algorithms. 

for mobile robot navigation whilst on the move. 

3 Overall Architecture 
Our architecture draws from Brooks’s work on subsumption ar- 
chitectures [SI. There are two reasons for our choice. First, build- 
ing up behavioural competences is a natural way to implement 
a specification defined in terms of behavioural objectives. Sec- 
ondly the possibility of using a distributed architecture avoids 

the bandwidth restrictions of a central controller and is a natural 
dual to our distributed sensing architecture. Finally distribution 
increases robustness. 

We describe here our progress towards the design and con- 
struction of a three levelled system: level 2: Path plan from 
previously stored model, level 1: Route follow, and level 0: Re- 
flex obstacle avoid. The details of level 2 are outside the scope 
of this work and are being examined by other workers a t  Oxford 
[3], [4]; we are involved only with its interaction with other lay- 
ers. Level 1 attempts to reach a goal in the presence of obstacles 
whereas level 0 takes over using simple algorithms if an obsta- 
cle is detected at  very close range. Level 0 is almost acting as 
a bumper, but attempts to  take simple reflex-type action to get 
around an obstacle, or to back away from an encroaching tar- 
get. Each level receives input sensor data, carries out its relevant 
processing and attempts continuously to output signals to the 
vehicle. The layers operate asynchronously and do not commu- 
nicate with each other. All continuously send control signals to 
the vehicle, based upon their sensor observations, even though 
only one level actually controls the vehicle a t  a time. Individual 
layers work on individual goals concurrently. Currently level 0 
has been implemented and the algorithms for level 1 developed. 

We describe in detail in sections 4 and 5 the internal machin- 
ery within our levels of competence. We build in the ‘upward’ 
manner, as stated above, in order to  allow the desirable effect 
of the ‘graceful degradation’ in the behaviour of a mobile. The 
algorithms and sensors in both levels are designed to be robust 
to individual errors in reading. Both sensors and algorithm can 
be ‘fooled’ by certain environmental/obstacle configurations (for 
example, highly light absorbing obstacles will be undetected by 
infra-red range finders, and cluttered environments can gener- 
ate local minimum regions, which will falsely attract the robot). 
Since level-0 also continuously monitors the environment for ob- 
stacles, it will inhibit the output of level-1 from the robot, and 
replace it with its own, in the event of a mobile positioning itself 
near to an obstacle. Level-0 attempts only to avoid simple ob- 
stacles (using a sonar array), hence our mobile operates under a 
new ‘degraded’ behaviour. 

Because of the highly parallel nature of our control strategy, 
we note here our choice of processor within the architecture - 
namely the Inmos T800 Transputer. As well as being a fast 
and powerful processor, the transputer facilitates the design of 
distributed systems with small, intercommunicating processes. 
In addition, expect to be able to put all the lower level tacti- 
cal reasoning on board, and ultimately much of the higher level 
capability to provide a truly on-board architecture. 

4 Sensors and Sensor Architecture 
4.1 Requirements of Sensors 
We define a sensor as consisting of a transducer, a data acquisi- 
tion facility and a facility for local interpretation of data. The 
most crucial aspects of the sensors are reliability and bandwidth. 
Given these requirements, which sensors should we use? Cam- 
eras give us very full information but cannot are relatively low 
bandwidth because of the extensive computation required in data 
interpretation. Linear array cameras remove one dimension and 
are being investigated for real-time operation with some success 
[6]. However for simplicity and high bandwidth we are looking 
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at  implementations based on small, low cost distributed range 
sensors. 

4.2 A Layered Perception Architecture 
Here we present a layered perception architecture, shown in Fig- 
ure 1. It is a high bandwidth sensing architecture based on a 
Transputer network. It supports active sensor control and dis- 
tributed sensor data fusion so that real time control of a mobile 
robot can be achieved [12]. 

I 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Layered Architecture for Sensing 

There are four crucial considerations in our design: 

0 Different reaction times and scanning range have been chrj  
sen for each sensin layer to meet the requirement of each 
control layer with fifferent response speed. 

0 Where feasible multiple sensors are used in each layer so 
that we can combine the data from each sensor. 

0 The sensing layers are operated independently in parallel. 

0 Low levels of competence have no access to an environment 
model. 

4.3 Sensor Implementation 
We emphasise the importance of local intelligent sensors through 
incorporating a transputer within each sensor for local control 
and information processing. The concept of networks of intel- 
ligent sensors is being developed by Durrant-Whyte [15] in his 
work in distributed Kalman filters. With suitable network de- 
sign there are advantages in reliability as well as bandwidth. 

The next three sections describe the sensors we will be using 
in this control architecture. 

4.3.1 Sonar array 
Sonar has been used with success in several AGV projects, [ll],  
[lo], primarily as a low level sensor complementing vision. Sonar 
arrays have response times of ten to twenty milliseconds at  the 
close range we expect in the obstacle avoidance layer. Sonar data 
is unreliable in certain conditions owing to  specularity and poor 
angular resolution, but although these difficulties can be offset, 
or even exploited, by careful processing (141, the processing time 
then becomes a limitation on system bandwidth. 

We use a sonar array in the low level reflex obstacle avoid- 
ance layer since it is a simple well developed sensor. The array 
incorporates its own processor for low level timing and overall 
control. It has a transputer as local intelligence at a higher level. 
The sonar array consists of 12 sonars, mounted at approximately 
30cm intervals around the truck. Each sonar sensor is mounted 
on a stepper motor and can be rotated and fired individually. 
4.3.2 The integrated infra-redlsonar sensor 
To overcome some of the difficulties of sonar and to investigate 
possibilities in sensor integration, an integrated infra-red/sonar 
sensor has been developed to  be available in any level. This sensor 
has an embedded transputer for dedicated control and processing 

The infra-red operates -through detection of returned amplitude. 
Infra-red and sonar are complementary in many respects and this 
sensor should give the advantages of both [9]. 
4.3.3 Infra-red range tinder 
Active infra-red sensors offer an alternative to  vision and sonar. 
They may rely either on time-of-flight or on amplitude measure- 
ments. Simple time-of-flight sensors Cox [7] may be used for 
range measurement. The bandwidth is limited only by the elec- 
,tronics needed for si al transmission and detection. We are 
currently building s u c r a  sensor to use in level 1. The sensor will 
rotate to obtain a 360° view of the environment. Its speed in 
data acquisition is expected to be less than 1 second. The sensor 
has a dedicated transputer for control and processing. 

5 Overall control system implementation 
5.1 
The mobile robot on which we are working has been lent to  us 
by GEC Electrical Projects Ltd and is in the forefront of factory 
autonomous vehicles. We in fact have a small prototype of the 
commercial vehicle (Figure 2), which measures 0.9 x 1.2 m with 
a platform 0.6 m high. 

The vehicle is fitted with vision and a sophisticated laser 
ran e finder for the high level path planning. For the work de- 
scri%ed here, it currently has fitted the sonar array. The other 
sensors should be fitted soon. 

5.2 Low level control architecture 
The vehicle was originally desi ed to  operate through a radio 
link under the central control OR 'land-based' computer, which 
co-ordinates the passage of several vehicles in the factory. In the 
first phase of the project we are, as far as possible, leaving the 
original on-board facilities intact since they provide a powerful 
low level capability. We are therefore forced to use standard 

Architecture of the mobile robot 

Figure 2: The mobile robot test bed. 

communication protocols. At a later stage we hope to realise a 
full transputer architecture. 

In the original architecture, the land based controller pro- 
vided all reasoning facilities. Each vehicle is given a predefined 
task, specified by end points and intermediate path points. The 
environment is assumed to be unchanging and there is no high 
level sensory feedback as the vehicle moves. 

The low-level control architecture, which is built-in to the 
vehicle, provide a number of sophisticated facilities. It is baaed 
around a number of 8 bit and 16 bit microprocessors which are 
co-ordinated by a GEM 80 controller. The main sub-systems are 
as follows: 

0 A vehicle controller which controls steering and motion 
through a direct interface to the motors and shaft encoders 

0 A laser scanner system which runs a Kalman filter to pro- 
vide absolute position information to  the laser location sys- 
tem. 
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A guidance system which performs low level path planning, 
using an approximate spline algorithm on a given set of 
route points 

An intelligent communications interface to  communicate 
externally through a 20mA current loop at  9600 baud. 

The GEM80 operates in a fixed 80msec cycle in our case. 
During each cycle it passes data between these subsystems and 
performs some internal system verification. The 80msec provides 
an absolute timing constraint at present. 

5.3 Odometry, Localisation and Navigation 
The vehicle holds an internal representation of its position at  sev- 
eral levels of reasoning. In the GEC architecture, the land based 
controller updates an internal model of position as the vehicle 
moves. In addition the vehicle has hardware and software odom- 
etry and localisation to  provide absolute positioning accuracy. 
Shaft encoders are used in the tight feedback loop to control the 
motors. 

A laser scanner contributes to  localisation. Upon start-up, 
the vehicle obtains an absolute reckoning of its position from 
the scanner using triangulation from positioned bar codes in the 
laboratory. Thereafter as it moves, results from both shaft en- 
coders and laser scanner are input to a Kalman filter to update 
the vehicle's own representation of its position. If the variance 
is higher than a certain (preset) figure, the vehicle is defined as 
uncalibrated and a calibration sequence must be invoked before 
it can proceed. This technique ensures high positioning accuracy 
(to better than 2cm). 

Communication with the vehicle from higher levels is through 
the intelli ent communications interface. A message based pro- 
tocol has %een implemented for the definition of tasks and path 
points. Messages are packed or unpacked and verified by the com- 
munications interface. In the original implementation, the navi- 
gation guidance system takes the path points from the commu- 
nicated message and uses a spline algorithm to provide a smooth 
path between them. Points are stored by the navigation guidance 
system into a position reference file, from which a new path point 
is sent out t o  the motor controllers each cycle time (80 msec) of 
the GEM80. 

In the higher levels of our implementation something equiv- 
alent to  the splining algorithm is required, passibly by external- 
ising the navigation guidance system into the appropriate levels. 
However at the low levels, operating in a fast tight sensor based 
loop, we do not expect there to be time for path smoothing; in- 
stead each new point is calculated from immediate sensor data. 

The GEM80 controller imposes limits on the speed and modes 
of operation of the vehicle. The cycle time limits the speed of 
communication with external devices, and hence the tightness of 
the control. It allows us to  achieve our target bandwidth of 5- 
lOHz but may prevent us from exploiting the full capabilities of 
fast sensors for tight path control. 
5.4 Implementation so far 
At present one level is implemented in skeletal form: the re- 
flex obstacle avoidance level. For demonstration purposes level 2 
has been replaced by a task moving the vehicle to given end co- 
ordinates. With these, we are able to examine the interaction of 
control layers with the original control architecture and achieve 
simple obstacle avoidance. The importance of this implementa- 
tion is to  establish timing and interfacing principles between our 
control structure and the vehicle's original capabilities. 

All the added capabilities are implemented using transput- 
ers. A transputer-20mA link allows communication between the 
higher levels of control and the on-board communications inter- 
face. The use of transputer technology throughout provides high 
bandwidth and simple communication protocols between differ- 
ent sub-systems in the controller and between the controller and 
sensors. 

The highest level of control is currently simply a command 
to the vehicle of the form "go to  (z,y,B)" where (z,y) signify a 
point in the Cartesian co-ordinate system in which the bar code 
reflectors are placed and 0 is the vehicle's heading. These are 
sent to the vehicle as a task, using the original message facilities. 
A further message is sent instructing the vehicle to begin moving. 

The obstacle avoidance level is sensor driven through the 

Figure 3: Block Diagram of Obstacle Avoidance Layer 

sonar array, as shown in Figure 3. When an obstacle is de- 
tected within a certain range, it takes control of the vehicle from 
the higher level through sending a signal to  the low-level guid- 
ance system via the communications interface and the GEM80 
to inhibit execution of the pre-planned path. The obstacle avoid 
algorithm then creates new data and sends it to the position ref- 
erence file as the vehicle negotiates around the obstacle under 
sensor control. Up to 30 set points at a time can be sent to  the 
position reference file. The distance between successive set points 
must correspond to one 80msec cycle time of the GEMSO; hence 
at  a velocity of 0.5m/sec the set points are 40" apart. 

Fi ure 4 shows the implementation of the obstacle avoidance 
layer 8121. Data from the sonar array, controlled by an 8-bit 
processor. is processed by an on-board transputer. At Dresent 

r' 

SERVO MOTORS soNARswsoRs 

Figure 4: Implementation of Obstacle Avoid Layer using Trans- 
puters 
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this transputer is controlled by a development system on a PC, 
which also communicates with the GEM80 controller through the 
communications interface. The PC transputer will be replaced 
by another on-board transputer shortly. A graphics display is 
available through the PC. 

For demonstration, a simple algorithm is used. Since the ve- 
hicle is designed to  operate in the aisles of a factory frequently 
we expect to be able to make a local bypass around an obsta- 
cle, providing a rapid local diversion. A simple version of this 
algorithm has been implemented to validate our overall control 
philosophy and design, using the sonar array for sensory input. 

Provided at least one of the sonar facing in the direction of 
travel of the vehicle (assumed here to  be forwards) sees a clear 
path, the vehicle follows a piecewise linear path around the ob- 
stacle, as shown in figure 5. Initially the vehicle turns towards 
the free space detected by the sonar and moves to a point be- 
sides the obstacle. It then uses the side sonar to  move along the 
obstacle, a t  a fixed distance. When the side sonar see that the 
obstacle is past, the vehicIe returns to  its predetermines path. 

This is clearly a very simple scheme but has produced reli- 
able results for obstacles such as chairs, boxes and people in a 
reasonably uncluttered environment. Its operation on the vehicle 
demonstrates stable switching between the layers of the control 
architecture and the feasibility of simple sonar processing in real 
time. 

0 

y d  

0 

Figure 5: The principle of the obstacle avoidance algorithm. 

6 A real-time potential field 
The obstacle avoidance mechanism outlined above has been de- 
s i r d  to  give a safe lowest level of competence, offering a mobile 
ro ot protection from its environment, and more importantly the 
environment from the robot. 

In this section we provide insight into our next level of compe- 
tence within the layered control architecture. Instead of fulfilling 
the purpose of pure safety, level-1 is a strategic level, desi ned to 
successfully navigate a robot to  a goal position. The levefl con- 
troller requires no previously learned map of its environment, as 
it is designed to guide a vehicle using both past and present dis- 
crete depth readings, from continuously rotating infra-red range 
finders. As well as goal seeking, level-1 is designed to  prevent 
a mobile positioning itself such that the obstacle avoidance con- 
troller, level-0, ever takes control. This design philosophy has 
been adopted in order to allow a ‘graceful degradation’ in the 
behaviour of a vehicle, in the event of a failure in level-1 per- 
forming correctly. 

We attack the problem of navigation in our semi-structured 

environment, by applying an artificial potential field algorithm to 
sampled data provided by a continuously rotating sensor. Much 
previous work has focused upon the use of artificial potential 
fields in the navi ation problem presented in mobile robotics 
research [ 5 ,  [13], f161, but navigation using such an approach, 

issue. 

6.1 The Potential Field Algorithm 
At present our input sensor data takes the form of simulated 
infra-red time-of-flight range readin with which we wish to 
model our environment, whilst ‘on t E  fly’. These facts give us 
strict conditions to  follow, when considering the possible rate 
of information extraction from the sensors, speed of algorithm 
execution, and the rate a t  which a vehicle will respond to  updated 
velocity control signals. When dealing with a real vehicle, it 
would be ambitious to expect any response to  changes in the 
desired velocity control signal, more than five times per second. 
On the other hand, because we are dealing with an infra-red light 
sensor, the speed of retrieving the depth information is restricted 
only to the minute electronic delays presented by the infra-red 
driving equipment [7]. These considerations have had a directing 
influence on our navigation strategy, which is explained in detail 
below. 

With reference to  figure 6 we consider the mobile to  be the 
origin of a polar coordinate system, within which depth readings, 
provided by the continuously rotating sensor, are recorded. 

whilst on t h e move, still appears to  be a relatively unresearched 

Figure 6: The mobile is the origin of a polar coordinate system, 
upon which force vectors are calculated directly from infra-red 
range readings. 

The angle y will be referred to as the sampling angle, and the 
radial distance di as the i th depth estimate, recorded directly 
from the sensor output. Corresponding to  each range vector di, 
a force vector fi is immediately calculated obeying the simple 
artificial potential field equations: 

lfil=m A 

arg(fi) = arg(&) + R (2) 
where A is a fixed constant. At the end of a 360’ sweep of 
the environment, the forces are weighted, resolved and summed 
in order to give an output which can be considered to be the 
desired new velocity components V, and V,, both parallel and 
perpendicular to the vehicle’s centre line. 

W-i 
v I -  - p((wr)-i)ficos(iy) (3) 

i=O 

Note that the summation is completed when i = (27r/-{) which 
must be an integral value when 7 is measured in radians. The 
constant p is a weighting constant, to  be explained later. 

In order to  assess the effect of the vehicle’s velocity during the 
sensing process, we introduce the following mathematical model. 



Consider a system which has a continuous input signal, depen- 
dent purely upon the shape of the environment ie: system input 

A cos(iT), which is non zero only at  the discrete values of T when 
T equals 7, the sensor sampling angle. Then, pre-multiplying by 
the weighting term P and summing the above discrete signal val- 
ues, we have: 

- 1  - -. We multiply this signal with a temporal cosine function, 
Idil* 

which is identical to  the y component of our output velocity. 
Hence by using a single rotatin sensor, we can inter-relate tem- 
poral and spatial sampling witfin a non-recursive filter. Figure 
7 shows a model for our discretised control system, for our y 
component of velocity only. 

I sampling input I 
Figure 7: The sampling process used to extract forces from con- 
tinuously rotating sensors. 

The filter has an exact recursive equivalent, given by the dif- 
ference equation: 

giving a z transfer function: 
y(i) = r(i)  + P y ( i  - 1) , y(-1) = 0 (6) 

(7) 

where z is the delay operator esT, or in our case es7. 
Our reason for choosing the weighting constant, /3 in the 

above equations, is to  distinguish this method of navigation as a 
truly real-time process. A technique used in the past for elimi- 
nating the effect of vehicle motion during sensor data acquisition, 
was to take the vector sum of each depth reading and the vehi- 
cle's velocity [6]. This is used to predict what the corresponding 
depth reading would be, were the mobile stationary in its final 
position. In a real-time situation, to  read in displacement mea- 
surements from the odometers, and calculate vector summations 
between successive depth estimates, would hinder the speed a t  
which the infra-red sensor could rotate, and hence update the 
vehicle's velocity. 

The constant P was introduced in order to  take into account 
the translational motion of the sensor, due to  the vehicle's veloc- 
ity whilst scanning. If a scan were taken on a stationary vehicle, 
p would be set to unity. Physically speakin /3 is a weighting 
factor used to make the velocity component more dependent 
upon the force vectors placed upon the vehiclehom in front, than 
those from behind. This is done in order to take into account the 
fact that the vehicle is moving with an old velocity V, into the 

Figure 8: The effect of motion during sensor data acquisition. 

on-coming environment. 
Z-transform analysis of equation 7, for specific inputs X ( z ) ,  

has produced interesting results, showing the dependence of the 
output si nal Y(n), the velocity component in the y direction, on 
the vehicye speed recorded during sensor data acquisition. Con- 
sider a general depth reading di, fi ure 8, and its dependence 
upon the environment and the vehicfe's forward velocity V. 

For any environment? each depth reading di is split into two 
terms of the form: 

di = f ( i 7 )  + Vg(i7)  ( 8 )  

where f ( i 7 )  and g ( i y )  are functions of the sensor angle. 

(9) 

We can see that from figure 7 that our input z ( i )  to the digital 
filter is: 

1 
d: 

~ ( i )  = - A c o s ( ~ ~ )  

so that, using 9 

where m(i7) and n ( i y )  are functions of the sensor angle. 
Taking the unilateral z-transform of z ( i )  and using equation 

7, we can find the output signal. Upon taking the inverse trans- 
form and replacing i = 2n/7 (since we are only interested in the 
last output value from the filter, for each scan) we get: 

r(i)  = m(i$ + Vn(i7)  (11) 

Y(2Tl-Y) = P(7, P )  + Vd(-Y, P )  (12) 

Y(27rl7)st.t = A Y ,  1) (13) 

(14) 

Note that if the vehicle were stationary in its final position, 
then: 

since this is equivalent to the above case with V = 0 and /3 = 1.0. 
The error e in scanning whilst moving is given by: 

e = AY, 1) - P(Y, P )  - V 4 7 ,  P )  
which is minimised when: 

Hence for minimum error, P = T(y, V), ie: P is a function of 
the vehicle's velocity and the environment into which the sensor 
points. 

6.2 Experimental results 
Figure 9 shows the results from a simulation of a mobile navigat- 
ing in an office type environment. 

Figure 9: The mobile is moving under a potential field algorithm, 
and taking its scans whilst stationary. 

In order to avoid the potential minimum (the point a t  which 
all of the forces placed upon the vehicle cancel), the goal is tem- 
porarily moved to the next depth reading beyond the edge of any 
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gap recorded by the rotating scanner. The temporary new goal 
is shown as the lower large cross in figure 9. This method of goal 
relocotion is explained in detail in 11. The figure shows the path 
taken by a mobile, if it  scans w d t  s ta t ionary  and then makes 
its move, and is the path that we would like our mobile to  take 
if it moves during the sensing process. 

Figure 10 shows the same start and oal positions for mo- 
bile scanning whilst moving, without  weighing any of the depth 
readings ie: with p set permanently to 1.00. 

+ 

I 
I 

t 

Figure 10: The distortion of scanning whilst moving is clearly 
shown a t  point P. 

The distortion in the resultin velocity vectors is shown as 
the vehicle crashes a t  point P, wfere the environment dictates 
that accurate manoeuvres should occur. 
6.2.1 Prediction of p 
Equation 15 shows that for minimum error, p is a function of 
7 and di for a constant velocity. We are examining simple en- 
vironments t o  obtain an approximation to this function. From 
simple heuristic arguments, as a first attempt we took the fol- 
lowing function: 

2d-Y 

p = F( di cos(i7)) (16) 
i=O 

We have created a look up table for p, using this function as the 
basis of ga in  scheduling within the controller, [2]. This means 
that every time a new velocity is computed, a new value of p is 
also found, from the look up table, and used to  influence the next 
manoeuvre. Fi ure 11 shows the same start and goal positions 
of figures 9 a n f  10. Although the function of 16 gives encour- 
aging results, furhter work is needed to investigate its general 
applicability. 

This time however, the value of /3 is continuously adjusted 
using values from the look up table, based on vehicle speed and 
the result Df equation 16. The result is clearly shown, as the 
vehicle traverses a safe path towards its goal. 

7 Conclusions 
This paper has presented sensory and architectural aspects of a 
real-time obstacle avoidance capability and demonstrated its via- 
bility using a skeletal system. Transputers are used as the overall 
architecture to provide high bandwidth in communications, pow- 
erful processing capability and a unified, on-board architecture. 

We believe that there are three vital areas of research to  ex- 
tend the capabilities of our system. One is associated with finding 
the appropriate sensors. Associated with this is the implementa- 
tion of the obstacle avoidance strategy and its relationship with 
the sensory data it receives. Finally we intend to  continue our 
investigation into the real time algorithms, an initial implemen- 
tation of which has been demonstrated here using simulated data 
only. We have shown a possible method for greatly reducing the 
errors caused in environment modelling, whilst on the move, and 
in the near future we intend to  extend our research using real 

Figure 11: The effect of gain scheduling the value of p as each 
new velocity is computed. 

time-of-flight infra-red range sensors. 
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